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Abstract—This paper presents a visualization result of un-
supervised clustering using IoT malware datasets acquired by
IoTPOT [4], [5]. The problems of IoT malware are a wide variety
of CPU platforms and the rapid evolve of variants from the
same family. For supporting the rapid analysis of IoT malware,
this paper proposes a CPU-independent string-based clustering
method. In the analysis process, we found 25 samples that
contained a unique string among 4000 samples, and we succeeded
in finding the malware’s source code from a web search using
the unique string.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network devices have been installed everywhere, and it has
become common for things to be connected to the network,
making our lives more convenient. As network devices and
network-connected objects become targets for attackers, they
are becoming hotbeds of damage on an unprecedented scale,
and it is essential to take action against malware. In this paper,
we refer to malware that infects network devices and IoT
devices other than PCs and smartphones as IoT malware. In
2016, IoT malware Mirai [1], [3] caused a DDoS attack of 665
Gbps, which was the largest traffic at that time.

However, IoT malware differs from existing PC malware
in the following two ways, (1) various CPU architecture, (2)
many variants from the same family. The characteristics make
it difficult to determine the nature of the IoT malware. IoT
devices have a variety of CPU architectures. The attackers
generate multiple binaries with different characteristics from
a single source code for the different CPU architectures.
Adding “a large number of variants from the same family” to
“the various CPU architectures” makes it even more difficult
to identify IoT malware. Vulnerabilities in IoT devices are
often rudimentary, such as default passwords. The rudiment
vulnerability makes the IoT malware behave simply and makes
it easy to generate variants.

II. STRING-BASED MALWARE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

From the discussion in Section I, this paper proposes a
string-based malware clustering algorithm (SMCA) to classify
variants of IoT malware efficiently without supervised learn-
ing. SMCA classifies IoT malware without depending on the
CPU architecture using only the strings contained in the IoT
malware binary. In addition, we can use the SMCA if there is
no correct label because SMCA is unsupervised learning. We
can also generate a new YARA rule from strings representing
a particular cluster feature obtained from SMCA.
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Fig. 1. String-based malware clustering algorithm

Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed method. The
SMCA consists of extracting strings from each binary, convert-
ing strings to vectors, and performing hierarchical clustering.
N is the number of binary files of the malware to be clustered,
µi is the binary file of each malware sample, Si is the table
of strings extracted from each malware sample µi by the
string extraction, T is the set of strings extracted from all
malware, Si is a table of strings extracted from each malware
µi by string extraction, T is a set of strings extracted from all
malware µi and duplicates removed, Vi is a vector associated
with each malware sample µi, and R is the tree diagram data
generated from V1,V2, · · · ,VN by the hierarchical clustering
algorithm.

III. RESULTS

A. Datasets

We evaluated the proposed method, SMCA, using an
IoTPOT malware binary dataset A [5] of 4000 IoT malware
samples collected from October 2, 2016, to October 2, 2017,
by IoTPOT [4] in Yoshioka Laboratory, Yokohama National
University, and nine samples compiled from the Mirai source
code available on [2], to obtain a total of 4009 samples. We
used the file command to examine the CPU architectures of the
4009 malware samples and found 937 MIPS, 914 ARM, 577
Intel 80386, 354 PowerPC, 320 x86-64, 295 Motorola m68k,
300 SPARC, 311 Renesas SH, and one Text. Although most
binaries are ARM and MIPS, which are commonly used in
embedded Linux, there are more than 200 Renesas SH binaries.
Each of the 4009 binaries was distinguished by a hash value
obtained by applying MD5 to the entire binary, and it was
confirmed that the binaries were different. In addition, 1407
of the 4009 binaries had their symbol information deleted by
the stripping.
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Fig. 2. Visualization result of clustering

B. Visualization

Figure 2 shows a visualization result of SMCA using
the dataset in Section III-A. The center is the root of the
classification tree, and the outermost circle is the leaf. The IDs
(0–4008) assigned to each binary are displayed on the leaves.
In Figure 2, we focus on compiled Mirai, a possible Mirai
that contains the string /dev/watchdog, and a possible
BASHLITE that contains the string fucknet in our analysis.
The IDs themselves are not visible due to a large number
of leaves, so the IDs, which are our focus, are colored. In
order to investigate how different CPU architectures with the
same source code are classified by the proposed method,
we checked the location of Mirai on the classification tree
compiled in nine different CPU environments: ARM static link,
ARM dynamic link, Motorola m68k, MIPS MSB, MIPS LSB,
PowerPC, Renesas SH, SPARC, and x86. The red-lettered IDs
in Figure 2 indicate the compiled Mirai. We can see that the
proposed SMCA succeeded to classify binaries of different
CPU architectures into close positions if the source codes are
the same.

In evaluating the proposed method, we found 25 samples
that contained a specific string. In this paper, we refer to this
string as the Tony string. The blue IDs in Figure 2 are the
samples that contain the Tony string. When surveying the Tony
string, some search engines gave us zero hits. However, one
search engine found only one page related to Pastebin. We
found the source code of malware that contained the Tony
string from the found page.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a hierarchical clustering algorithm
using strings and showed the visualization results using the

algorithm with an IoTPOT malware binary dataset A [5]. We
found the Tony strings that seemed to be included in specific
malware. Currently, we are working on the handling of stripped
binaries, a detailed comparison with VirusTotal output results,
and auto-generation of YARA rules.
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● Network devices and network-connected objects are becoming hotbeds of cyber 

attacks.

● The problems of IoT malware are a wide variety of CPU platforms and the rapid 

evolve of variants from the same family.

● For supporting the rapid analysis of IoT malware, we propose a 

CPU-independent string-based clustering method.

Dataset
● IoTPoT malware 

binary dataset A [1]

○ 4,000 samples

● Compiled Mirai [2]

○ Additional nine 
samples as ground 
truth data
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Conclusion / Future Work
● We found a malware’s source code by carrying out a web search using 

an unique string from the clustering result.

● Currently, we are working on the handling of stripped binaries, a detailed 
comparison with VirusTotal output results, and auto-generation of YARA 
rules.

● We checked the location of the compiled Mirai to investigate how different 
CPU architectures with the same source code are classified by the SMCA.

● /dev/watchdog cluster
○ Mirai contains a string /dev/watchdog.
○ Compiled Mirai binaries are also classified into this cluster.

● fucknet cluster
○ BASHLITE(Gafgyt) contains a string fucknet.

● Tony string cluster
○ A unique string beginning with Tony.
○ The binaries containing this string make a cluster.
○ We found the malware’s source code from a web search 

using the unique string.

● Zero distance cluster
○ The cluster possibly consists of stripped or obfuscated binaries.


